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Abstract. In recent years we have witnessed the development of adap-
tive workflow management systems. These systems offer an extended set
of features to support both ad-hoc and evolutionary changes, while ensur-
ing correctness of process definition and their running instances. Ad-hoc
and evolutionary changes impose new access control requirements, which
have been neglected by adaptive workflow research and are not met by
existing models for traditional workflow management systems (WfMSs).
In this paper, we extend the role-based access control model for adaptive
workflows. This extension is done by defining authorizations for adaptive
WfMSs and adaptive authorizations.
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1 Introduction

Workflow management systems (WfMSs) are being used to re-engineer, stream-
line, automate, and track organizational processes [2]. There is a growing accep-
tance of workflow technology in numerous application domains such as telecom-
munications, software engineering, manufacturing, production, finance and bank-
ing, healthcare, shipping, and office automation [2]. However traditional WfMSs
suffer from the lack of flexibility [1], which is a limitation for supporting more
demanding applications, more dynamic environments and better human involve-
ment in organizational activities [2].

Indeed, one of the most important requirements emerging from new appli-
cation areas of WfMSs is the ability to handle adaptable and dynamic changes.
As a consequence, in the last years we have witnessed the development of new
types of WfMSs supporting adaptive workflows [2,3]. In this way, it is possible
to change process definitions as well as process instances while they are being
executed.

However, this flexibility raises new access control requirements, which are
not met by traditional WfMSs access control models. In traditional WfMSs all
instances are assumed to be alike, with no special handling of specific instances.
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Moreover, users’ participation is always passive; it is assumed that users only
need to know about the activity they are personally involved in. Workflow par-
ticipants get a work item from their worklist, handle it and check it in when it
is finished. Indeed, it is assumed they do not need to know about the workflow
as a whole. There are workflow administrators that deal with process definition.
Consequently, access control requirements of traditional WfMSs focus mainly on
task assignment.

Considering access control requirements, adaptive workflow literature agrees
[2,14,29] that it must be possible to control at a very fine level of granularity
who is allowed to perform which kind of changes and under which conditions.
Therefore, the model should support the definition of who have the authority
to introduce changes in the workflow and where. It should also distinguish the
scopes of the adaptation, which can be done at instance level or at process
definition level. Another important aspect stated by these authors points out
that the workflow should be flexible enough to be able to adapt to changes in
the organizational model, such as changes in persons or resources for a given role
and changes in roles for given tasks.

In this paper, we adapt and extend the well-accepted role-based access control
model [20] for adaptive WfMSs in two directions. One direction deals with the
definition of authorizations considering the objects of adaptive WfMSs, such
as: process definition, process instances, activities and activity instances; and
operations on them like execute, change, read and grant. Moreover, subjects
can be defined as dynamic roles using expressions that could refer to external
resource information systems. This mechanism makes the model more adaptive
to dynamic changes in organizations, by separating the role model from the
organizational model. Implication rules are also defined, which are used to derive
implicit authorizations from explicit ones.

The second direction extends the model in order to deal with adaptive au-
thorizations. Our approach to support the evolution of authorizations is based
on the following three mechanisms: (1) the definition of a set of operations that
allows the change of authorizations, (2) the definition and enforcement of a cor-
rectness criterion, which guarantees the correctness of the access control aspect
within a process definition, without neglecting side effects of change operations
on other workflow aspects and (3) the definition and enforcement of a migration
condition, which ensures the correctness of process instances in terms of access
control.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: section 2 presents a
brief overview of adaptive WfMSs. Section 3 surveys some related work in this
area. In section 4 we discuss access control requirements of adaptive WfMSs and
we illustrate them with an application scenario. Our access control model for
adaptive WfMSs is presented in section 5 and section 6 describes the application
of this access control model in the WorkSCo WfMSs. Finally, the last section
presents some conclusions and provides a brief look for our future work.
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2 Adaptive WfMS

This section reviews basic workflow concepts, according to the model and termi-
nology defined by the Workflow Management Coalition [5], introduces adaptive
workflows and classifies the two types of workflow adaptations.

A workflow management system is a system that supports the modelling and
enactment of workflows. Workflow modelling creates a workflow process defini-
tion, which is a computerized representation of a business process and, normally,
comprises a number of activities, whose chronological and logical order is given
through the control flow. These activities can be atomic (basic work steps) or
composite. Composite activities include one or more activities (designated by
sub-activities) defining a hierarchy of activities. Workflow modelling requires
a workflow meta-model that comprises a set of modelling concepts. A concrete
workflow process definition is expressed in a workflow modelling language, which
is a formal language offering constructs for the modelling concepts of the meta-
model.

Workflow enactment involves the process definition interpretation by the
WfMS, which creates and controls process instances, scheduling the various ac-
tivities and invoking the appropriate human and application resources. Each
process instance represents one individual enactment of the process definition,
using its own process instance data. The next figure illustrates these concepts
and their relationships, using the Unified Modelling Language (UML).

Workflow 
Metamodel 

Workflow Modelling
Language 

Process 
Definition 

Process 
Instance 

based on expressed in instance of 

Fig. 1. Workflow modelling concepts

In recent years, we have witnessed the development of new types of WfMSs,
which deal with adaptive workflows. Typically, adaptive WfMSs consider two
types of changes:

• ad-hoc changes affect only one workflow instance or a selected group of
instances. Changes occur on an individual or selective basis. The change is
the result of an error, a rare event, or a special demand from the customer.

• evolutionary changes are of a structural nature: from a certain moment in
time, the workflow definition changes for all new instances. Existing instances
may also be influenced by an evolutionary change. The change can be the
result of a new business strategy, reengineering efforts, or a permanent al-
teration of external conditions (e.g. a change of law).

Accordingly to Casati et al. [11] the problem of evolutionary changes has two
facets:
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• static evolution facet refers to the issue of modifying the process definition. In
order to support the change of process definitions, adaptive WfMSs provide
a complete and minimal set of primitives that allows changing the various
aspects of the process definition. Typically, these primitives guarantee that
the new version of the workflow definition is syntactically correct [11,15,14].

• dynamic evolution refers to the problem of managing running instances of
a process, whose definition has been modified. The dynamic evolution facet
requires mechanisms to support the migration of existing instances to new
process definitions, without affecting their correctness. A process instance
is correct if it is compliant with its definition, i.e., if it has been executed
according to this new version up to the moment of the migration [11]. A
simple but inefficient approach to determine whether a process instance can
be migrated is to check its history for compatibility with the destination
process definition [11,15]. A more efficient approach, presented by Kradolfer
[15], defines a migration condition for each of the provided model change
operations and determines whether migration is possible by considering the
migration conditions of the operations by which the destination process def-
inition is derived from its source. To deal with process instances that cannot
be migrated to the new process definition and have to remain with the old
one, some adaptive WfMSs support different versions of process definitions
[15,12].

Note that ad-hoc changes are typically supported by adaptive WfMSs as
particular cases of evolutionary changes.

As far as we know, research work in adaptive workflow focuses their ap-
proaches on specific workflow aspects (mainly the behavioural aspect) and, de-
spite their consensual opinion about the need of access control, this aspect has
not been considered yet.

3 Access Control in WfMSs

In recent years, role-based access control (RBAC) has gained a great acceptance.
RBAC models have been developed as an alternative to traditional approaches
to handling access control in information systems and their main purpose is to
facilitate security administration and review [20]. The central notion of RBAC
is that authorizations are associated with roles, and users are assigned to appro-
priate roles. Roles are created for the various job functions in an organization
and users are assigned to roles based on their responsibilities and qualifications.
Users can be easily reassigned from one role to another. Authorizations can be
granted or revoked to roles as needed.

RBAC models have been widely applied to both commercial and research
workflow systems [9,24]. Several extensions to the basic models have been pre-
sented in order to increase expressiveness and to propose appropriate tools and
mechanisms to support it. These extensions include team-based authorizations
[4,22,28], history constraints such as separation of duties [8,9,19], temporal and
instance-based authorizations [9], mechanisms for inter-organizational workflows
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Fig. 2. Workflow access control objects

[13] and task-based authorizations [27,23], as well as workflow data access control
[25,18].

However, to our knowledge, no access control model can be found in the
literature that addresses access control requirements of adaptive workflows. In
addition, only Casati et al. [10] propose in their work authorization rules that
allow the definition of who is authorized to perform given types of changes.
However, these authorization rules only apply to process instances and they are
not assembled in an access control model.

4 Access Control Requirements in Adaptive Workflow

In this section we discuss some access control requirements of adaptive WfMSs
in the context of a loan workflow application.

The top-level activities of our simplified loan workflow are illustrated in Fig-
ure 2. The activities receive loan request and evaluate loan are manual activities,
while the others are automatic activities. Within this process definition, the ac-
tivity receive loan request can be done by clerks and the activity evaluate loan
can be done by account managers if the requestor is a bank client, or by bank
manager otherwise.

4.1 Process Definition Authorizations

Adaptive WfMSs provide operations to handle process definitions such as: read,
change and instantiate. Therefore, for security reasons, adaptive WfMSs should
support the definition of authorizations in order to ensure that only authorized
users can perform those operations on process definitions. Authorizations should
also be defined at activity definition level.

4.2 Process Instance Authorizations

Maria’s process instance of the loan process definition is illustrated in Figure 3
(grey activities have already been done). Adaptive WfMSs also provide oper-
ations to handle process instances. This instance can be executed, read and
changed. As we have stated for process definition, adaptive WfMSs should also
support the definition of authorizations in order to ensure that only autho-
rized users can perform those operations on process instances and on activity
instances.

4.3 Adaptive Authorizations

Within a WfMS, process definitions specify all the behaviour of their process
instances. Therefore, to comprise the access control aspect, the process definition
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Fig. 3. An instance of the loan workflow application

has to specify, not only its activities, control flow and data flow, but also the
authorizations that will be applied to the process instances. Consequently, we
have to deal with adaptive authorizations, i.e., we have to support evolutionary
and ah-hoc changes of authorizations.

To illustrate the need to support evolutionary changes of authorizations we
use the simplified loan workflow illustrated in Figure 2, by considering that, as
a result of the definition of more restricted rules for loan process definitions,
authorizations defined for activity evaluate loan have to be changed: the activity
evaluate loan can be done by bank manager if the score is less than 5 or by
loan manager of central bank otherwise. Therefore, adaptive WfMSs should also
ensure that only authorized users can change authorizations and that correctness
of authorizations within the process definition is maintained (static evolution of
authorizations facet).

Considering the process instance illustrated in Figure 3, if it needs to be
migrated to the new process definition, then the adaptive WfMSs has to en-
sure the process instance correctness by evaluating if it is compliant with the
new definition, taking into account its execution history (dynamic evolution of
authorizations facet).

Finally, we point out that, ad-hoc changes are typically supported by adaptive
WfMSs as particular cases of evolutionary changes, by creating and defining a
specific process definition and migrating the instance to it.

4.4 Conclusions

From the loan workflow application, we conclude that an access control model for
adaptive WfMSs needs to protect not only run-time objects (process and activity
instances) but also build-time objects (process and activity definitions). The set
of access modes that can be exercised on these objects needs to be identified, by
taking into account the set of operations provided by adaptive WfMSs.

Finally, within an adaptive WfMSs, authorizations should also be adaptive.
To deal with adaptive authorizations, our model should identify who is autho-
rized to change authorizations. Additionally, changing authorizations needs spe-
cial support in adaptive workflows in order to maintain the correctness of the
process definition and its process instances.

5 An Access Control Model for Adaptive WfMSs

In this section we present an access control model for adaptive WfMS. This
model is based on the RBAC model. This option is justified because RBAC
provides flexibility and efficiency over traditional approaches, as stated before.
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The RBAC model is extended and adapted by providing the definition of autho-
rization states (authorizations) and then by describing mechanisms to support
adaptive authorizations.

5.1 Authorizations

An authorization is represented as a quadruple (s, o, a, p) [26] and states that a
subject s has an access mode a to perform an operation on an object o if the
predicate p holds true (where p is optional). In this section we map the general
notion of each component of an authorization to the adaptive workflow domain.

We also define rules for the derivation of implicit authorizations. Implication
rules determine how implicit authorizations are derived from authorizations ex-
plicitly defined. The concept of implicit authorizations simplifies the definition
of authorizations because it makes unnecessary to define and store all authoriza-
tions explicitly.

5.1.1 Subject. In RBAC models, subjects are defined as roles rather than
individual users. This way, if the predicate p holds true, a user u has an access
mode a on object o, if there exists the authorization (r, o, a, p), such that u ∈ r.
Roles are created for the various activities of the process definition and users
are assigned to roles based on their responsibilities and qualifications. However,
since we are in the presence of a system that should be flexible enough in order to
respond to changes efficiently, the workflow role model should be as independent
as possible from the organizational model, in such a way that changes in the
organizational model do not affect the workflow role model and vice-versa.

Therefore, subjects can be defined as dynamic roles. Roles and their hierarchy
are defined locally to a process definition and roles are defined dynamically, i.e.,
instead of enumerating for each role the users that belong to it, the user to
role assignment can be done as an expression on user attributes (designed by
role definition rule). This expression is used, at runtime for user’s session role
resolution and activation, which can be used to query an external information
system, such as, a directory service or a human resource application. Therefore,
changes in the organizational model are reflected in the role model transparently
and automatically.

Formally, let R be the set of the roles of a process definition, S the set of
subjects of the organization model and ridr the role definition expression for
ri ∈ R. Our role to user mapping is defined by the function:

• role resolution function(ridr) → 2S , this function maps each role ri to a set
of subjects by querying the information system that supports the organiza-
tional model.

Roles are hierarchically organized in the workflow role model. Let ri, rj ∈ R
be roles. We say that ri dominates rj in the hierarchy (ri > rj) if ri precedes rj

in the ordering.
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Fig. 4. Workflow access control objects

5.1.2 Object. The second component is object. Authorizations can be applied
to each of the following objects: the workflow meta-model, process definitions,
process instances, activity definitions and activity instances.

We explicitly define the relationships existing between these objects, as shown
in Figure 4, since they imply implicit authorizations. The process definition
includes activity definitions, which are hierarchically organized. We use AD to
indicate the set of activity definitions with a relation >AD to indicate inclusion
relationship, PD to indicate the set of process definitions and the relation >PD

between PD and AD to indicate inclusion relationship. Let adk, adj ∈ AD be
activity definitions, we say that adk includes adj (adk >AD adj) if adj is a sub-
activity of adk and we say that pd ∈ PD includes adk (pd >PD adk) if adk is an
activity of pd.

Similarly, process instances include activities instances, which are hierarchi-
cally organized. We use AI to indicate the set of activity instances with a relation
>AI to indicate inclusion relationship, PI to indicate the set of process instances
and the relation >PI between PI and AI to indicate inclusion relationship. Let
aik, aij ∈ AI be activity instances and pi ∈ PI be a process instance, we say
that aik includes aij (aik >AI aij) if aij is a sub-activity of aik in pi ∈ PI and
we say that pi includes aik (pi >PI aik) if aik is an instance activity of pi.

5.1.3 Access Modes. The set of access modes AM we consider in this model
are: read, change, execute and grant. These access modes correspond to the read,
write, execute, and owner access modes widely used in operating systems. The
read access mode allow read-only accesses, as follows, considering each object of
our model, (1) read access mode for the workflow meta-model authorizes users
to list process definitions, (2) read access mode for process definitions and for
activity definitions authorizes users to read the definition, and (3) read access
mode for process instances and for activity instances authorize users to see their
states.

The execute access mode is used to create new objects or to execute in-
stances. Therefore, we have the following semantics for the execute access mode:
(1) the execute access mode for the workflow meta-model authorizes users to
create process definitions, (2) the execute access mode for process and activity
definitions authorizes users to create (instantiate) instances of them (process in-
stances and activity instances, respectively), and (3) the execute access mode for
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process instances and for atomic activity instances authorizes users to execute
these instances (the execute access mode cannot be applied to composite activity
instances because the unit of execution is an atomic activity instance).

Of special importance to adaptive workflow are the change access modes,
which cover the following authorizations: (1) change access mode within the
workflow meta-model authorizes users to remove process definitions, (2) the
change access mode for process definitions authorizes users to define the process
and to perform evolutionary changes, i.e., to change the process definition by,
for example, adding or deleting activities (the same is applied for activity defini-
tions), and (3) the change access mode for process instances authorizes users to
perform ad-hoc changes, i.e., to change the process definition of this particular
process instance (the same is applied for activity instances). Finally, the grant
access mode is used to authorize users to change authorizations within the same
object, i.e., the grant access mode for the workflow meta-model authorizes users
to change the authorizations of the workflow meta-model, the grant access mode
for a process definition authorizes users to change the authorizations of this pro-
cess definition (the same is applied for activity definitions) and the grant access
mode for a process instance authorizes users to change the authorizations of this
process instance (the same is applied for activity instances).

In section 6, we exemplify how operations provided by an adaptive WfMSs
can be mapped to this set of access modes.

5.1.4 Predicates. Predicates can be associated with authorizations to restrict
their applicability. Predicates can use the following variables:

• Attributes of the system, such as time and location of access,
• Attributes of the user, for instance, his age,
• Attributes of the objects that differ according to the objects, such as instan-

tiation time of process instances and activity instances.

Predicates used in authorizations defined for activity instances can also use the
following variables:

• Workflow history, i.e., information about activity instances already executed,
such as the username of the executor,

• Values of their input data.

Predicates have the following syntax:

<predicate> ::= <conjunctive-predicate>
{OR <conjunctive-predicate>}

<conjunctive-predicate > ::= <compare-predicate>
{AND <compare-predicate>}

<compare-predicate> ::= <left-value> <operator> <right-value>
<left-value> ::= <variable>
<right-value> ::= <constant> | <variable>
<operator> ::= ’=’ | ’!= ’ | ’<’ | ’>’ ’<=’ | ’>=’
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5.1.5 Implication Rules. Implication rules are used to simplify the defini-
tion of authorizations. By using implication rules to derive implicit authoriza-
tions from explicit ones, the number of authorizations that need to be specified
can decrease significantly.

Within our model we define the following implication rules:

Rule 1: the implication authorization rule on roles states that an authorization
given to a role r propagates to all roles, which precede r in the role hierarchy
(that is, to all roles r′ such that r′ > r).

Rule 2: the implication authorization rule on access modes states that change
access mode implies read access mode.

Rule 3: the implication authorization rule on objects states that authorizations
are propagated to the included activities, according to the inclusion relationships
defined in section 5.1.2 (>PD, >AD, >PI , >AI). However, the authorization to
execute a process instance should not imply authorizations to execute all its
activity instances, therefore, the implication rule 3 does not apply to execute
access mode defined for process instances.

Rule 4: the implication authorization rule on grant access mode states that
change access mode implies grant access mode according to the inclusion rela-
tionships defined in section 5.1.2 (>PD, >AD, >PI , >AI). To define this impli-
cation rule, we take into account that, for example, the change access mode for
process definition authorizes users to define the process by creating and defining
activities or changing them. When these users are creating and defining activi-
ties, they also specify the authorizations of these activity definitions, exercising
the grant access mode on them. The same can be applied to the change access
mode for process instances, considering that the change access mode for process
instances authorizes users to perform ad-hoc changes, i.e., to change the process
definition of a particular instance.

5.2 Adaptive Authorizations

Within our access control model, process definitions specify not only the be-
havioural and informational aspects of the workflow, but also the access control
aspect. Therefore, adaptive workflows that comprise the access control aspect
cannot neglect mechanisms to support adaptive authorizations. Considering the
access modes defined in section 5.1.3, evolutionary changes of authorizations can
be done by exercising the change access mode of process definitions (or of ac-
tivity definitions). Actually, the authorization to define or change the process
definition also comprises the access control aspect. Similarly, ad-hoc changes of
authorizations can be done by exercising the grant access mode of process in-
stances as well as the change access mode of process instances (or of activity
instances).

Subsequently, we describe how our model supports adaptive authorizations
while maintaining both process definition and process instances correctness.
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5.2.1 Static Evolution of Authorizations. As stated by Casati [11] the
problem of evolutionary changes has two facets: the static evolution facet and
the dynamic evolution facet. The static evolution of authorizations facet refers
to the issue of modifying the authorizations defined in the process definition,
while maintaining its syntactical correctness.

In order to support this facet, the model must provide primitives to allow
change operations and must guarantee that the new version of the workflow
definition is syntactically correct.

By this way, our model provides two types of primitive operations, which
allow access control information to be changed, as follows: (1) operations to add
and delete authorizations and (2) operations to manage roles (add and delete
workflow roles, add and delete hierarchical relationships between roles, and add
and delete role definition rules).

We define the notion of access control aspect model correctness based on
model invariants that must be preserved (this is similar to the approach taken
in [15], defined for the other workflow aspects). Invariants are conditions over the
process definition that have to hold before and after change operations. Following
is a list of invariants for the access control aspect:

• Authorization invariant: an authorization can only specify roles defined in
the workflow role model, access modes defined in the model (section 5.1.3),
objects of the system and valid predicates (see predicate invariant).

• Predicate invariant: requires that predicates can only refer to existent work-
flow relevant data and, in case of history predicates, defined workflow activi-
ties. This invariant can be violated by a change operation on other workflow
aspect if that operation affects variables used by the predicate. Therefore, we
have identified the operations that can have side effects on predicate validity,
which are: the operation that removes an input data of an activity and the
operation that removes an activity.

• Role invariant: role hierarchical relationships and role definition can only
refer to roles defined in the workflow role model.

5.2.2 Dynamic Evolution of Authorizations. The dynamic evolution
facet refers to the problem of managing running instances of a process, whose
access control aspect definition has been modified. As stated before, the dy-
namic evolution facet requires mechanisms to support the migration of existing
instances to another process definition, without affecting their correctness, by
ensuring their compliance with the new process definition, i.e., by ensuring that
the process instance history is compliant with the new process definition.

Considering the access control aspect, the process instance history comprises
information about the user that has initiated the execution of the process in-
stance and the users that have executed activity instances already performed.
Therefore, a process instance is compliant with a process definition if (1) the
user that has initiated the execution of the process instance is valid taking into
account authorizations to execute process instances and if (2) the users that
have performed already executed activity instances are valid taking into account
authorizations to execute these activities.
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Following the approach presented by Kradolfer [15], we have defined migra-
tion conditions for each of the access control change operations that can affect
instances compliance, as follows:

Condition 1: delete an authorization specifying execute access mode for process
instances: the process instance can be migrated to the new process definition
if the subject that instantiated it is still authorized considering the remaining
authorizations.

Condition 2: delete an authorization specifying execute access mode for a manual
activity instance: the process instance can be migrated if (1) this activity instance
has not been executed yet or, (2) it has already been executed and the subject
that has executed it is still authorized considering the remaining authorizations.

6 Implementation in WorkSCo

In this section we overview the WorkSCo project1 architecture and we describe
how operations provided by this adaptive WfMS can be mapped to the set
of access modes defined in section 5. This description is illustrated using the
simplified loan workflow application example.

The Workflow with Separation of Concerns (WorkSCo) project is being de-
veloped based on the new workflow architecture presented in [6] designated by
micro-workflow. The WorkSCo framework was developed using techniques spe-
cific to object systems and compositional software reuse. It targets software
developers and provides the type of workflow functionality necessary in object-
oriented applications. WorkSCo has a lightweight kernel that provides basic
workflow functionalities and offers advanced workflow features as components
that can be added to the kernel. Software developers select the features they
need and add the corresponding components to the kernel through composition.

The evolution component uses a meta-model approach. It explicitly supports
process definition versioning and workflow instances migration [15]. The idea
behind process definition versioning is not to update process definitions in place,
but version them. Those workflows that cannot be migrated can continue their
execution under the old version.

Within this approach, evolutionary changes are supported by creating a new
process definition version and performing changing operations on this new ver-
sion. Ad-hoc changes to specific process instance are supporting by creating a
variant of the process definition and migrating the process instance to this vari-
ant.

In the following we illustrate the application of the access model presented
in the previous section to the WorkSCo evolution component, using the simpli-
fied workflow application example described in section 4 and shown in Figure 2.
Initially, the WorkSCo WfMS is configured with the workflow meta-model au-
thorizations, which states who can create, remove and list process definitions
and who can change these authorizations.
1 http://www.esw.inesc-id.pt/worksco
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Considering a life cycle of process definitions and process instances, next we
exemplify (1) the creation of the process definition, (2) the definition of a process
definition, (3) an instantiation of a process, (4) an evolutionary change on the
process definition and (5) a migration operation.

(1) Firstly our bank decides to define a new process for the loan workflow
application. The WfMS’s manager creates a new process definition, by exercising
the execute access mode of the workflow meta-model. This process definition will
be defined by the role loan workflow designer. Therefore, the process definition
has to be created with the authorization (loan workflow designer, definition of
loan workflow, change).

(2) Next the process is defined. A user playing the role loan workflow de-
signer creates and defines its four activities, the control flow, the data flow and
the access control aspect information. The access control aspect includes the
roles of the process: clerk, account manager, bank manager, loan manager of
central bank and loan workflow designer and its authorizations: (clerk, instances
of loan workflow, execute). A user playing the role loan workflow designer can
also define and change the activities that he will create without needing more
authorizations. Indeed, implication rules defined in our model let these autho-
rizations be omitted. This user also defines the following authorizations: (clerk,
instances of receive loan request, execute, (account manager, instances of evalu-
ate loan, execute, “requestor is a bank client”) and (bank manager, instances of
evaluate loan, execute, “requestor is not a bank client”).

(3) Execution of process instances can be initiated by role clerk as stated by
the authorization (clerk, instances of loan workflow, execute). Instances of activ-
ity receive loan request can be performed by role clerk, defined by authorization
(clerk, instances of receive loan request, execute), while instances of activity eval-
uate loan can be performed by account managers if the requestor is a bank
client or by bank manager otherwise, defined by authorizations: (account man-
ager, instances of evaluate loan, execute, “requestor is a bank client”) and (bank
manager, instances of evaluate loan, execute, “requestor is not a bank client”).

(4) As a result of the definition of more restricted rules for loan process def-
initions, authorizations defined for activity evaluate loan have to be changed.
This change should be done by users playing role loan manager of central bank.
Therefore, firstly, the authorization (loan manager of central bank, definition of
evaluate loan, change) should be added. Users playing the role loan workflow
designer can add this authorization exercising the authorization (loan workflow
designer, definition of loan workflow, change), which, applying implication rule 4,
derives the implicit authorization (loan workflow designer, definition of evaluate
loan, grant). Then, a user playing role loan manager of central bank can remove
the two authorizations defined within the activity evaluate loan and can add
the two new authorizations: (loan manager of central bank, instances of evaluate
loan, execute, “score greater or equal than 5”) and (bank manager, instances of
evaluate loan, execute, “score less than 5”). The operation that adds authoriza-
tions evaluates their invariants, ensuring correctness.

(5) Finally, a user playing role loan manager of central bank has to migrate
running process instances to the new process definition, such as the Maria’s
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process instance shown in Figure 3. Therefore, two authorizations have to be de-
fined: (loan manager of central bank, instances of evaluate loan, change) or (loan
manager of central bank, instances of evaluate loan, grant), and (loan manager of
central bank, definition of evaluate loan, execute). Users playing role loan work-
flow designer can add these authorizations by exercising the authorization (loan
workflow designer, definition of loan workflow, change) and applying implication
rules 3 and 4, respectively.

Both authorizations (loan manager of central bank, instances of evaluate loan,
change) and (loan manager of central bank, instances of evaluate loan, grant)
state that the role loan manager of central bank can change authorizations of
evaluate loan instances, while the other authorization (loan manager of central
bank, definition of evaluate loan, execute) states that the same role can instantiate
the evaluate loan activity definition, i.e., can migrate instances to it.

Next, the migration operation has to ensure instance correctness by ensuring
its compliance with the new process definition. Considering Maria’s instance
process, it is compliant with the new process definition because all the migration
conditions hold. If, for example, the instance of the activity evaluate loan had
already been executed by an account manager, it would not be compliant with
the new process definition and the migration could not be performed.

7 Conclusions and Future Work

Recently, WfMSs have been extended in order to support both ad-hoc and evo-
lutionary changes. These features raise new access control requirements that are
not met by traditional workflow access control models.

In this paper, we identify access control requirements of adaptive WfMSs
and present an access control model that meets these requirements. Our model
extends the RBAC model by defining authorizations and mechanisms that sup-
port their evolution. Authorizations are defined taking into account the objects
of adaptive WfMSs that need to be protected and the access modes that users
can exercise on them. The presented model also supports dynamic roles and de-
fines implication rules to derive implicit authorizations. To support the evolution
of authorizations, this model defines an administrative policy and mechanisms
to maintain the correctness of process definition as well as process instances.

The development of our model has been influenced by the following works:

• Adaptive WfMSs [11,15,14] – these works propose mechanisms to support
adaptive workflows, by ensuring process definition correctness and process
instances correctness. Our approach adapts these mechanisms in order to
deal with access control aspects.

• Access control models for object oriented databases [26] – access control
models for object oriented databases differentiate two types of protected
objects: class and set of instances and define rules for the implication between
authorizations along each of the three dimensions. These concepts have been
adapted to the adaptive WfMSs domain.
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• Dynamic roles [7] – within this work, dynamic role resolution is done when
authorizations are evaluated. In our approach, dynamic role resolution is
done when users establish sessions.

At present, we are also working on testing the applicability of our model in large
workflow applications, such as health care workflow applications and emergency
planning workflow applications for civil protection.
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